[The effect of temporal distribution in relation to constant frequency of stimuli on habituation of the orienting reaction].
The lack of empirical evidence for faster habituation with the regular presentation of stimuli suggests that it is not the constancy of presentation of stimuli, but rather the rate of stimulation--defined as the reciprocal of the harmonic mean of the interstimulus intervals--that determines the speed of habituation. Using alternation of 10-70 and 30-50 sec and a constant sequence of 40 sec, three different rates of stimulation were realized. The hypothesis of faster habituation of skin conductance reactions with higher rates of stimulation was not confirmed. However, a consistent pattern of skin conductance reactions, with an increase in reaction after long intervals and a decrease after short intervals, was found, especially in the group with alternating intervals of 10 and 70 sec. The analysis of an additional group with a random sequence of intervals showed that the response pattern did not result simply from the expired time since last stimulus, i.e., a simple mechanical effect. The possibility of anticipating the stimuli and differing information content of the stimuli are discussed as possible determining factors.